
Some gloomy headlines are coming out of Wall Street lately. Have you
noticed?

In recent days, I’ve read things like “Brace yourself for economic
hurricanes” and “Wall Street investor survey paints a dire outlook.” It
makes you wonder where the bullish thinkers have gone.

While negative headlines are eye-catching, a gloom-and-doom
perspective misses some finer details. For example, look at how positively
the financial markets reacted when the Fed’s May meeting minutes were
released. What does this indicate? To start, investors feel confident in the
Fed’s plan for interest rates. Also, three out of four companies posted
positive earnings and strong revenue in the first quarter. It’s important to
remember that companies are healthy, even if that doesn’t make for the
most sensational news.

Bearish sentiment may be trendy, but keeping a broad perspective never
goes out of style.

Get More Security & Convenience
with your Financial Statements

We wanted to let you know you have the option to go paperless with your
documents inside the Account View portal. Within the portal you can sign
up for paperless delivery of your tax documents and financial statements -
along with many other mailings, in under five minutes. 

Why sign up for paperless delivery?

1. Going paperless gives you secure and fast access to important
documents, including your tax forms, monthly account statements and
more! 

2. You will receive email notifications as soon as your document are
available, and you won't need to wait for the forms to be printed and
mailed. 

3. Plus, going paperless provides easier recordkeeping, with current and
past documents all in one location with quick access 24/7. 

4. Also, did you know that paperless delivery can save more than 120
pieces of paper per year? That's good for the environment, and less paper
for you to deal with. 

How to sign up for paperless:

1. Log in to your Account View profile and select "paperless" at the top to
select your paperless settings -it takes less than five minutes! 

2. If you need additional instructions, please feel free to call our office at
507-535-3542.

3 Tips for the Second Half of 2022

With half the year behind us, now is a great time to consider what the
remainder of 2022 may hold. However, with inflation and economic
uncertainty causing many of us to delay or cancel vacations, large
purchases, and more, it can be challenging to know where to start.

Here are a few tips to help make the rest of the year as smooth as
possible:

Deflate Inflation - Travel-related costs have skyrocketed, causing
many to delay or cancel vacation plans. But are you overreacting to
current headlines? Let's talk if you're wavering on a scheduled trip.
Embrace Uncertainty - If you’ve delayed a major purchase lately,
you're not alone. Economic uncertainty has caused many to rethink
their expenditures. When your net worth declines, the "wealth effect"
tells consumers to rein in spending. But our portfolio strategy takes
into account periods of market volatility.
Practice Patience - The need to take action can push even the most
seasoned investors into questionable territory. Instead, try to take a
long view of the markets. Remaining patient and taking a break from
watching the markets closely may help weather the storm.

Let us know if you ever want to chat about your future goals or current
economic conditions. We're always ready to help.

Check Out Last Month's Blog Posts

Check out some of our blog posts from July that we think you would like. If
you would like to discuss any of these topics, please don't hesitate to give
us a call! 507-535-3542

Searching for the Goldilocks Economy
Looking Ahead
Care for a Cola with Your Social Security
Inflation Creeping into Personal Finances
Important Birthdays Over 50

Invite Your Friends to Prinvest
Advisors

Do you know someone who is interested in learning more about retirement
planning, college education savings or financial planning? If so, we'd love
to get to know them and discuss how we can approach a confident
financial future together.

Here's how you can help!

We'll get in touch with them: Send us your referral's name and email
and we'll reach out to them with a personal note and invitation to learn
more about Prinvest Advisors.

They can call or email us to schedule a free/no obligation
meeting: Send your referral a note directly, touching on how Prinvest
Advisors can address their needs along with a direct link to contact us.

Contact Us

hello@prinvestadvisors.com

5075353542

Prinvest Advisors

http://www.prinvestadvisors.com
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